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“But ultimately, it was Guzmán’s own fondness 
for surveillance that helped federal agents charge 
him. Rodriguez testified in court that, at 
Guzmán’s behest, he personally installed 50 
BlackBerry phones with monitoring software 
called “FlexiSpy.” The software is undetectable 
and can read text messages and call logs, steal 
passwords saved to the device, and remotely 
switch on and listen to the microphone.”

‘The Spyware That Brought Down El Chapo’s Drug Empire’, 
Sidney Fussell, The Atlantic, Jan 15 2019



“Turner had shown the informant an app on her 
mobile telephone which allowed her to track the 
location of the intended victim’s telephone. On 
Wednesday, the informant called Turner and 
asked where the victim was located at that 
moment. Turner allegedly provided the location of 
the intended victim and confirmed that the 
informant would be paid for the murder. The FBI 
then contacted the victim and arrested Turner.”

‘Bellflower Woman Charged In Murder-For-Hire Plot Against Boyfriend’, 
CBS Los Angeles, December 16th 2017







DroidBox
Uses the Android SDK to run a 
custom Android Virtual Device 
(running Android 4.1.2) with some 
extra patches to track file 
operations and outputs to JSON to 
aid in dynamic apk analysis.

MARA Framework
Android apk static analysis toolkit that 
outputs results to text files, 
incorporates tools like androbugs, 
androwarn and OWASP Top Mobile 
Top 10 and the OWASP Mobile Apps 
Checklist. Shares regexes with 
MOB.SF project.
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Defining the Problem





Stalkerware basics 

● Physical access to device needed

● Changes to device security settings

● C2 server controls app functions

● Collects, monitors, exfiltrates data

● Exfiltrated data stored on server

● Basic functionality similar in all apps



Stalkerware is 
variously described 

as 

● Mobile RAT

● Spouseware

● Spyware

● Intimate Partner Surveillance



Stalkerware companies 
describe their products 

as 

● Child monitoring tools

● Employee monitoring tools

● Anti-theft apps

● For monitoring phones with 
permission/knowledge of device 
owner

● Sometimes called “dual use” apps



Promotional material 
from stalkerware provider 
“hellospy”. 

Imagery and language 
that evokes paranoid 
jealousy or depicts 
domestic violence or 
implies adultery is often 
used for marketing 
purposes by some 
companies.



Stalkerware is a global 
phenomenon but with often 
highly localized companies 
and franchises. 

Source: Catwatchful
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Stalkerware is a global 
phenomenon but with often 
highly localized companies 
and franchises. 

These target specific 
customer bases, whether 
these be linguistic, national 
or cultural.

Many companies market 
similar or identical apps to 
different markets.



An actual conversation that I had with 
a customer service representative of 
Spytec, through their web based chat 
interface.
A review on their site states: 
“I purchased the Datadrone to see 
what texts and calls my boyfriend gets 
during the day while he is at work and 
it actually works amazingly! I see every 
incoming/outgoing sms, mms, and 
phone call. He has absolutely no 
idea it is even installed on his 
phone.”





These apps generally rely on 
outdated and insecure methods of 
obscuring or encrypting data, 
Base64 encoding, MD5 encryption 
and when SSL is used certificate 
pinning to thwart MiTM attacks is 
generally not implemented.

Most of these apps implement 
SSL for the stalker to access 
their control panel but transmit 
user data stolen from devices to 
their database server in the 
clear.



Scope of the Problem



What is the talk about?



Source: Spyera leak







● May 2015 - MSpy hacked, 400,000 user accounts exposed
● June 2016 - WtSpy hacked, 179,802 user accounts exposed
● April 2017 - Flexispy hacked
● April 2017 - Retina-X hacked, 130,000 customer records 

exposed
● February 2018 - Mobistealth and Spy Master Pro hacked
● May 2018 - Hellospy database leak, 108,000 user accounts 

exposed
● July 2018 - SpyHuman hacked 440,000,000 phone call details 

exposed
● August 2018 - TheTruthSpy hacked
● September 2018 - MSpy leaks millions of records from infected 

devices
● October 2018 - Xnore hacked, 28,000 active user accounts 

exposed



MobiiSpy Data leak





WtSpy database leak in 2016 includes a user 
database with 179,802 entries and the following 
fields:

subscriber_id, subscriber_name, country_id    
subscriber_mobile, phone_type, subscriber_email    
subscriber_pwd, subscriber_date, subscriber_status,    
payment_gatway_code



Taking the codes from the 
WtSpy registration page we 
can see that the country_id 
codes are:

196 - Saudi Arabia
214 - Syria
146 - Morocco
1 - Afghanistan
244 - Yemen
225 - Turkey
65 - Egypt
110 - Jordan
120 - Lebanon
163 - Oman



With a bit of grepping we 
can see that there are a 
number of .gov addresses 
among the subscribers, in 
particular Saudi Arabian 
government email 
addresses, with other 
Middle Eastern countries 
also making an 
appearance.





Data from Hellospy database leak



Data from Hellospy database leak



Data from Hellospy database leak



Joint Enterprise mRAT Research
Lacoon Mobile Security & Check Point (2015)



Devising Solutions



“The best two AV engines 
were Cyren and WhiteArmor. 
Cyren flagged 6% of the 
on-store IPS apps, and 70% of 
the off-store spyware, but 
Cyren also flagged one of the 
top 100 apps (Pandora Radio). 
WhiteArmor flagged less 
dual-use apps than Cyren 
(only 5%), but flagged all of 
the off-store spyware, and did 
not have any false positives.”

- The Spyware Used in Intimate Partner Violence



“Over the past year, more 
than 58,000 users have 
detected stalkerware on 
their phones or tablets with 
the help of our products 
alone. Of those, 35,000 
had no idea about the 
stalkerware installed on 
their devices until our 
protection solution 
completed its first scan.”

- What’s wrong with “legal” commercial spyware
Leonid Grustniy, Kaspersky Lab Daily







Physical Device Antivirus Testing

● Galaxy S3 Mini phone

● Android 5.1.1 (rooted)

● 13 stalkerware apps installed

● 7 antivirus apps tested



Stalkerware Apps Installed

➔ BlurSpy
➔ EasyLogger 
➔ hellospy
➔ hoverwatch
➔ iKeymonitor
➔ LetMeSpy
➔ MobileTrackerFree
➔ ShadowSpy
➔ Spyhuman
➔ spyzie
➔ TheTruthSpy
➔ trackview
➔ XnSpy



Free Android AV Installed

➔ Kaspersky

➔ MalwareBytes 

➔ Trend Micro 

➔ McAfee 

➔ Avast 

➔ AVG 

➔ Norton





When it comes to antivirus we 
have to worry about not just 
whether the various stalkerware 
apps are detected but also 
whether the antivirus solution is 
explaining the significance of 
that detection.

Some companies do a better job 
of this than others, though 
many have promised to do take 
the problem more seriously.
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“..this industry doesn’t exist in a 
vacuum. Instead, various tech 
and financial giants process 
payments or push adverts to 
customers for these companies. 
Now, Motherboard has found 
that PayPal has been allowing 
various spyware companies 
that specifically market to 
people who want to abusively 
spy on their spouse to sell its 
products.”
- Joseph Cox and Lorenzo Franceschi-Bicchierai



Source: @diskurse - Github



Stalkerware Github repo:


